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11870 Lurlock's Billiards
Table v1.0 Resources MMH 55-7173 Lurlock 2012-08-04

Adds a working Billiards table to the game. To visit it, go to
Shenks Shovel in Caldera, or just open the console and

type: coc Billiards Room Note that this is a modders
resource, not an actual mod, per se. The table functions,

but theres nothing else in the room.

11742 Lurlock's Missing
Cave Pieces Resources MMH 55-15153 Lurlock 2014-01-09

Strictly a modder's resource. Fills in the gaps for cave
pieces in the Bloodmoon cave set. (And one missing piece

in the Bonecave set.) Should fit in seamlessly with the
existing in_BM_cave and in_bonecave sets. (I also noticed
that the in_bonecave_stalXX pieces are missing from the

CS, but the m...

11390 MoragTongWritFix Tweaks MMH 90-5115 lurlock 2009-05-12

Morag Tong Writ Fix Version 1.1 lurlock@bellsouth.net
Description: Relieves you of the clutter of old writs by

having the Morag Tong masters take them back if you've
successfully completed the writ and have no bounty on

your head. You will also be given an extra reward for co...

11387 Morag Tong Writ Fix Tweaks MMH 90-9512 Lurlock 2005-04-20

Relieves you of the clutter of old writs by having the Morag
Tong masters take them back if you've successfully

completed the writ and have no bounty on your head.  You
will also be given an extra reward for completing the writ

without needing to present your papers to the ...

11345 Lurlock's Left Gloves Tweaks MMH 90-5859 lurlock 2011-10-07

Lurlock's Left Gloves lurlock@bellsouth.net Version 1.0
Description: Flips the icons and models of all left and right
gloves, bracers, gauntlets, and pauldrons so that you can

tell them apart. -Gave new icons to all left and right gloves,
(and bracers/ga...

11344 Lurlock's
Intervention Plus Tweaks MMH 90-5684 Lurlock 2011-09-29

Intervention Plus Version 1.0 lurlock@bellsouth.net
Description: Adds Almsivi and Divine intervention

destinations in places that were lacking them before.
Almsivi Intervention points were added in: -Suran (Temple)

-Vos (Temple) -Ghostgate (Out front...

11343 Lurlock's Arrow
Damage Display Tweaks MMH 90-7409 Lurlock 2005-04-15

Ever wondered how much damage the various different
types of arrows and bolts actually do? For reasons

unknown to man and mer, Bethesda chose to keep this
data secret from us, leaving you wondering whether

Corkbulb is better than Chitin or whether Bonemold is
better than Iron.  ...

11303 Key Namer v1.0 Tweaks MMH 90-7994 Lurlock 2005-04-15

Ever get tired of an inventory filled with "Small Key",
"Rusty Key", "Ancient Daedric Key", "Shiny Key", etc., but

afraid to dump all your keys because you don't know where
they're from and when you might need them? Well, this
mod fixes that, by giving all the keys names describing

either where t...

11298 Intervention Plus Tweaks MMH 90-2308 lurlock 2009-04-24

Intervention Plus Version 1.0 lurlock@bellsouth.net
Description: Adds Almsivi and Divine intervention

destinations in places that were lacking them before.
Almsivi Intervention points were added in: -Suran (Temple)

-Vos (Temple) -Ghostgate (Out front...

7108 Lurlock's Left Gloves
v1.0 Gameplay MMH 37-2852 Lurlock 2009-04-24

Lurlock's Left Gloves Version 1.0 Description: Flips the
icons and models of all left and right gloves, bracers,

gauntlets, and pauldrons so that you can tell them apart. -
Gave new icons to all left and right gloves, (and

bracers/gauntlets/pauldrons) so you can te...

4322 Lurlock's Scroll Icons Books MMH 11-7674 Lurlock 2005-04-15

Basically, this just changes the icons that appear in your
inventory and in containers.  This is also the icon that

appears on the lower left indicating your current spell.  I
was tired of searching through dozens of identical scrolls

to find the one I wanted, so this take...

3097 Improved Followers Beta MMH 7-7625 Lurlock 2005-04-10

Basically, I just took some script common to most
companion mods and applied it to all of the characters who
ever follow you in the game.  The added script does three

things:[list]    Sets the speed of following NPCs to your
own speed+85.  This is enough for them...


